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Lab 1 - Learning the Lab Environment
The steps below will help you understand the Lab Environment for this class as well as
list some of the repeated tasks that you will be required to do in subsequent labs. You
will also, if necessary, refresh your memory on some of the commands and tools
commonly used in Unix-like environments.

Part 1 - Connecting to the Lab Environment

LY

There are a number of ways your class lab environment can be set up. Below is an
overview of steps you need to take to be able to start doing your class labs. Those steps
are in addition to the steps you are required to perform in order to connect to the cloudbased lab environment. Those steps are sent to you in a separate communication from
our System Administration Group and would normally contain an RDP connection file as
an attachment as shown below (the file may have a different name or extension).

O

N

After connecting to the cloud-based lab environment (using the RDP connection file as
per communication from our Sys Admin Group), you may be presented with the
following options:

U
AT

IO

N

Option 1. You may be directly placed in the Lab Server's Unix desktop environment. In
this case, you are done and can start doing class labs inside that environment by starting a
Unix terminal window or the browser. You can find short-cuts / icons to start a terminal
window and the browser on the desktop. If needed, ask the instructor to show you how to
navigate the Unix Desktop.

AL

Note: Skip the steps named "Connect to the Lab Environment" in subsequent labs as
those only apply to Option 2 below.

EV

Option 2. If you are placed on the Windows Desktop (instead of direct placement on the
Unix Lab Server's desktop), you will find a Putty short-cut there that you need to use to
connect to the Unix Lab Server.
Note: Steps below only apply to Option 2 (Windows Desktop initial connection
placement) for the Putty SSH client.
These steps will be referred to in subsequent labs as "Connect to the Lab
Environment".
__1. Double click the Terminal shortcut on your machine's Desktop...

__2. The cloudera connection will open.
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In the subsequent labs, we will be referring to this window as either an SSH window or a
terminal window.
After you have successfully logged in, you will be in the cloudera account's home
directory. The current directory name (where you are on the system) is printed as part of
the system prompt (currently it is /home/cloudera).

Part 2 - Using the vi Editor

LY

Throughout subsequent labs, you may be required to create new files or edit existing
ones. You can use any editor that is installed on the Lab Server and you are familiar with.
Below we provide a quick overview of the vi editor.
To editing or create a new file, pass on the file name as an argument to vi.

O

N

__1. Enter the following command to create a new file foobar:

N

vi foobar

EV

AL
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IO

The vi editor opens displaying the contents of the existing file (that you want to edit) or
an empty window for the new file as is the case with the foobar file.

The vi editor supports two modes: edit mode and command mode.
By default, you are in command mode. To switch to edit (insert) mode, you need to press
i on the keyboard.
__2. Press i on the keyboard.
You should see the -- INSERT -- line appearing at the bottom of the editor window.
At this point you can start typing your text.
To switch back to command mode, you need to press Esc followed by :
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The colon (:) that appears at the bottom of the screen is the command prompt ready to
accept your commands. We will use just the save and exit commands.
Whenever want to save your file without leaving the editor, you need to switch to
command node and type w at the : command prompt.
Make sure you are in the insert (editing) mode (you should see the -- INSERT -- line at
the editor bottom).
__3. Type in some text in the editor window.
__4. Press Esc followed by :

__5. Press w at the : command prompt and press Enter.

LY

You should see the command prompt (:) appearing at the bottom of the screen:

N

This command will save changes to your file and will create it if it is a new file.

N

O

If you want to save and exit the editor, you need to enter wq at the command prompt (:).
You will be referred to this command in subsequent labs as "Save the file and exit the
editor".

U
AT

IO

If you want to exit the editor without saving, you need to enter q! at the command prompt
(:).
__6. Switch back to the edit (insert) mode by pressing i and type in some more text.
__7. Switch to command mode by pressing Esc followed by :

EV

AL

__8. Enter wq at command prompt.

__9. Press Enter to submit the command.
You should exit the vi editor window.
Note: Opening your file in vi in read-only mode, supply the -R flag, e.g
vi -R your_file.dat

__10. Enter the following command:
rm -f foobar

This command will remove the foobar file from file system without prompting for
Copyright 2016 Web Age Solutions Inc.
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confirmation of your operation (the -f flag).

Part 3 - Sundry Commands and Techniques
The big thing to remember is that Unix / Linux commands, file and folder names are
case-sensitive, such that directories foo and Foo are different and can peacefully coexist
in the same parent folder.
To view the contents of a file use the cat command, e.g. cat myfile.dat
Before you do this, first check the size of the file using this command: ls -lh which can
take the name of the file as an argument or issued without any arguments, in which case it
will list details of all files and directories in the current directory.

LY

If the file is big, or you would just like browse through it, use the less command that
takes the name of the file as an argument , e.g. less your_filename

O

N

The less command help you navigate through the file back and forth by using the arrow
and PgUp and PgDown keys; when you are done and wish to exist the browsing window,
just enter q.

U
AT

IO

N

The Linux terminal window supports the folder and file name auto-completion feature
which allows you to type the initial part of the directory or file name and complete it by
pressing the Tab key.
Use the following short-cuts to quickly navigate along the single command line:
Moves the cursor to the start of the line.

Ctrl-e

Moves the cursor to the end of the line.

Ctrl-u

EV

Ctrl-k

AL

Ctrl-a

Deletes (kills) the line contents to the right of the cursor.
Deletes the line contents to the left of cursor.
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Lab 2 - The Hadoop Distributed File System
In this lab, we will learn how to work with the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).
The HDFS is the main component of Hadoop which offers developers both Application
Programming Interface (API) and the command-line interface (CLI) to interact with it.
We will look at the HDFS CLI where commands that we will be using are applicable in
the context of a single data node setup or a large Hadoop cluster.

Part 1 - Connect to the Lab Environment
Note: Skip this Lab Part if you are using the Lab Server's desktop environment setup.
Using your SSH client, connect to the Lab Environment. Use cloudera/cloudera
credentials when prompted.

LY

Part 2 - The Lab Working Directory
All the steps in this lab will be performed in the /home/cloudera/Works directory.

O

N

__1. In the terminal window, type in the following command:

IO

N

cd ~/Works

U
AT

Part 3 - Getting Started with HDFS

All interactions using the HDFS CLI in this lab will be done via the File System (FS)
shell that is invoked by this command: hadoop fs

EV

AL

Note 1: You can also interface with HDFS using the hdfs admin tool using this command:
hdfs dfs
Note 2: The old (and now deprecated) reference to the FS shell is hadoop dfs
Most of the commands in the FS shell have syntax and functionality similar to those of
corresponding Unix File System commands.
__1. Enter the following command:
hadoop fs
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You should see a list of supported commands that you can submit through the HDFS CLI
(the list below is abridged for space) .

AL

U
AT

IO

N

O

N

LY

[-cat [-ignoreCrc] <src> ...]
[-chgrp [-R] GROUP PATH...]
[-chmod [-R] <MODE[,MODE]... | OCTALMODE> PATH...]
[-chown [-R] [OWNER][:[GROUP]] PATH...]
[-copyFromLocal <localsrc> ... <dst>]
[-copyToLocal [-ignoreCrc] [-crc] <src> ... <localdst>]
[-count [-q] <path> ...]
[-cp <src> ... <dst>]
[-df [-h] [<path> ...]]
[-du [-s] [-h] <path> ...]
[-expunge]
[-get [-ignoreCrc] [-crc] <src> ... <localdst>]
[-getmerge [-nl] <src> <localdst>]
[-help [cmd ...]]
[-ls [-d] [-h] [-R] [<path> ...]]
[-mkdir [-p] <path> ...]
[-moveFromLocal <localsrc> ... <dst>]
[-moveToLocal <src> <localdst>]
[-mv <src> ... <dst>]
[-put <localsrc> ... <dst>]
[-rm [-f] [-r|-R] [-skipTrash] <src> ...]
[-rmdir [--ignore-fail-on-non-empty] <dir> ...]
[-setrep [-R] [-w] <rep> <path/file> ...]
[-stat [format] <path> ...]
[-tail [-f] <file>]
[-test -[ezd] <path>]
[-text [-ignoreCrc] <src> ...]
[-touchz <path> ...]
[-usage [cmd ...]]

EV

The critical point to notice here is that all commands must be prefixed with the dash '-',
e.g. to get a directory listing, the following command needs to be issued hadoop fs -ls
You can get the bulk help on these commands by entering the following command:
hadoop fs -help

To get help on a specific command, type the name of that command after -help; for
example, to get help on the rm (remove file or directory) command, type this command:
hadoop fs -help rm

__2. Enter the following command:
hadoop fs -ls
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You should get no output on console. By default, the ls command outputs the listing of
your current working directory in HDFS and you have not uploaded any files there yet.
Let's see how HDFS is structured on your system.
__3. Enter the following command:
hadoop fs -ls /

You should see the following output of the top folder of HDFS (the timestamps and
folder listing may differ in your case).
hbase
solr
hdfs
hdfs
hdfs

supergroup
solr
supergroup
supergroup
supergroup

0
0
0
0
0

2015-06-24
2015-04-23
2015-06-23
2015-06-23
2015-04-23

08:25
07:49
18:46
18:46
07:47

LY

Found 5 items
drwxr-xr-x
drwxr-xr-x
drwxrwxrwx
drwxr-xr-x
drwxr-xr-x
-

/hbase
/solr
/tmp
/user
/var

O

N

Note: These folders do not exist on the standard (local) File System even though names
may be the same, e.g. /tmp

N

__4. Enter the following command:

U
AT

IO

whoami

You should see that you are the cloudera system user (the account you used to log into
the system).

AL

User-specific files and directories are stored under their account-specific directories
under the /user directory.

EV

__5. Enter the following command:
hadoop fs -ls /user
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You should see the following output (some details in your output may differ):
Found 6 items
drwxr-xr-x
drwxr-xr-x
drwxr-xr-x
drwxrwxrwx
drwxrwxrwx
drwxr-xr-x
-

cloudera cloudera
hdfs
supergroup
mapred
hadoop
hive
hive
oozie
oozie
spark
spark

0
0
0
0
0
0

2015-06-24
2015-06-23
2015-04-23
2015-04-23
2015-04-23
2015-04-23

11:41
18:46
07:48
07:48
07:49
07:49

/user/cloudera
/user/hdfs
/user/history
/user/hive
/user/oozie
/user/spark

You are a legitimate tenant at the /user/cloudera location on HDFS, which is your home
directory.
You may also change to directories of other users (mapred, hive, etc.) as long as those
directories have the x flag set for other users (the last character in the directory
permission list), e.g. drwxr-xr-x
Note: The HDFS closely follows the Unix File System listing layout.

N

LY

__6. Enter the following command:

O

hadoop fs -ls /user/cloudera

IO

N

This command outputs nothing and is functionally equivalent to the hadoop fs -ls
command we issued before (and with the same result).

U
AT

Now that have know the lay of the land, let's move and shake some files around.

Part 4 - Putting Files on HDFS

AL

You put files on HDFS by using one of the two commands: copyFromLocal or put. For
brevity, we will use put.

EV

You can get help on the put command by issuing this command: hadoop fs -help put
Let's create a file that we are going to copy from the local File System over to HDFS.
__1. Enter the following command:
ls -l /usr/bin > usr_bin_dir.dat

This command will capture the listing of the /usr/bin folder in the usr_bin_dir.dat file in
our working directory.
__2. Enter the following command:
ls -lh
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You should get the output similar to the one below:
total 80K
-rw-rw-r-- 1 cloudera cloudera 80K Jun 24 11:46 usr_bin_dir.dat

The file is there all right, size a bit too small for Hadoop, but it is OK for our purposes.
__3. Enter the following command:
hadoop fs -put usr_bin_dir.dat

This is the simplest possible command that copies the usr_bin_dir.dat file from local file
system to HDFS where it would be assigned the same usr_bin_dir.dat name. Note, that
the file on the local system stays untouched.

LY

__4. Enter the following command:

N

hadoop fs -ls

81722 2015-06-24 11:47 usr_bin_dir.dat

IO

Found 1 items
-rw-r--r-1 cloudera cloudera

N

O

You should see that your file has been successfully copied over to HDFS.

AL

U
AT

The number 1 in front of the cloudera account name is the number of replicated copies of
your file. Normally, in a production setup, you will see the number 3 instead of 1. In our
labs, we are running in pseudo-distributed deployment mode which maintains only one
replica of every file block on HDFS.

EV

Note: HDFS protects you from accidentally overwriting existing file with the same name
and location, so if you run the above command again: hadoop fs -put usr_bin_dir.dat, you
would be presented with this message: put: `usr_bin_dir.dat': File exists
OK. Now, what if you want to have a different (e.g. a shorter or a fancier) name of the
target file in HDFS. For this, you need to specify this name in the put command.
__5. Enter the following command:
hadoop fs -put usr_bin_dir.dat files

Now, if you issue the hadoop fs -ls command, you will see the following output:
Found 2 items
-rw-r--r-1 cloudera cloudera
-rw-r--r-1 cloudera cloudera

81722 2015-06-24 11:54 files
81722 2015-06-24 11:47 usr_bin_dir.dat
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The usr_bin_dir.dat file was persisted on HDFS as files.
Now let's see how to get file(s) back from HDFS to the local File System. This should be
a two-way street, right?

Part 5 - Getting Files from HDFS
You can get file(s) from HDFS by using either command: copyToLocal or get which are
functionally equivalent. We will use the shorter version, get.
__1. Enter the following command:
hadoop fs -get files

You should get the files HDFS file (which is the replica of the usr_bin_dir.dat file).

usr_bin_dir.dat

N

diff files

LY

__2. Enter the following command:

N

O

You should get no differences between the files (no output on your console).

IO

Part 6 - Creating Folders

U
AT

It is always a good idea to have a way to partition your file system into separate folders.
The HDFS design is no exception to this rule with full support for this file organizational
task.

AL

__1. Enter the following command:

EV

hadoop fs -mkdir REPORT

This command will create the REPORT folder under /user/cloudera/.
Now, let's see how you can put multiple files from the local File System to HDFS.
__2. Enter the following command:
hadoop fs -put usr_bin_dir.dat files REPORT
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This command will copy usr_bin_dir.dat and files files to the /user/cloudera/REPORT
directory. You can verify the creation of the files using either command:
hadoop fs -ls /user/cloudera/REPORT

or
hadoop fs -ls REPORT

Part 7 - Moving Files Around
You move files around the HDFS system using the mv command. When you are moving
multiple files, the destination argument to the mv command must be a directory.
Note: To get help on this command, run: hadoop fs -help mv

N

LY

__1. Enter the following command:

O

hadoop fs -mv REPORT/files files.moved

IO

N

This command will move the files file from the REPORT directory back to the default
cloudera's directory with the files.moved name.

U
AT

Now if you run the hadoop fs -ls REPORT command, you will see that the files file was,
indeed, removed from the source location.

EV

hadoop fs -ls -R

AL

__2. Enter the following command to see the results of your activities on HDFS so far:

Part 8 - Deleting (Removing) Files
You delete files / directories with the rm command. The syntax is quite simple:
hadoop fs -rm <file to delete>

You should be aware of one caveat when using the rm command: depending on your
HDFS configuration, your file could actually be retained and put in the <user home
dir>/.Trash folder that would be conveniently created by HDFS if it was not created
before. Having the file around stashed in the Trash bin may be a good idea in case you
may still need it in future. On the other hand, it may be a bad thing in case you know you
will never need this file again as having the file (particularly a really big one) around
consumes resources on the Name Node and disk space on the Data Node(s).
Let's delete a file and see what happens.
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__1. Enter the following command:
hadoop fs -rm files.moved

You will get a confirmation message to this effect:
15/06/24 12:04:05 INFO fs.TrashPolicyDefault: Namenode trash
configuration: Deletion interval = 0 minutes, Emptier interval = 0
minutes.
Deleted files.moved

Translation: This message is to the effect that the deleted files retention feature of HDFS
is not enabled and the /user/cloudera/.Trash folder is not created; your file is deleted for
good (it cannot be restored).

N

LY

It is a good idea to always to assume that the file trashing feature is enabled. Just get into
the habit of using the -skipTrash flag to the rm command which will physically remove
the file from HDFS if the trashing feature is enabled and will do nothing if the trashing
feature is not enabled (the file will be removed automatically).

O

Here is how you run this command.

IO

N

__2. Enter the following command:

U
AT

hadoop fs -rm -skipTrash usr_bin_dir.dat

This command will completely remove the usr_bin_dir.dat file from HDFS whether or
not the trashing feature is enabled.

EV

AL

Note: The HDFS's Trash facility is designed with enterprise use cases in mind. You can
specify the minimum period (in minutes) that a deleted file will remain in the .Trash
folder using the fs.trash.interval configuration property in core-site.xml. By default,
fs.trash.interval is zero, which disables trash.
The Trash facility is available through the HDFS FS shell; if files are deleted
programmatically (using the HDFS FS API) they are removed immediately.
The HDFS FS shell also lets you expunge deleted files from the .Trash folder that have
been there longer than the prescribed retention period; the command for this is:
$ hadoop fs -expunge

Part 9 - Navigating HDFS with the Web Browser
Note: Depending on your lab environment setup, you may not have a desktop
environment enabled on your Lab Server in which case the lab steps in this lab part will
not work; if this is the case, proceed to the next lab part.
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In the desktop lab environment setup option, you may be given access to the Lab Server's
desktop with the Firefox browser installed, in which case you can access the HDFS Name
Node web UI served from its embedded web server.
__1. Start Firefox (there should be a desktop short-cut or an icon on the toolbar), if it is
not yet running, and navigate to:
http://127.0.0.1:50070

__2. Click Utilities → Browse the file system link on the Name Node page.

LY

__3. Navigate to /user/cloudera

U
AT

IO

N

O

N

You should be able to see the contents of your home directory on HDFS.

AL

Take some time to familiarize yourself with the HDFS file system as reported by Name
Node web UI.

EV

__4. When you are done, close the browser.

Part 10 - Working Area Clean-up
We are not going to use any of the artifacts we created in this lab in future labs, so it is a
good idea to delete those unneeded resources.
__1. Switch back to the terminal window.
__2. Enter the following command:
pwd

You should see that you are in the /home/cloudera/Works directory.
If you are not, change to the /home/cloudera/Works directory.
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__3. Enter the following command to delete all files in the working directory:
rm -f *

__4. Enter the following command:
ls

There should be no files left in the working folder.
Now the same work needs to be done on HDFS.
__5. Enter the following command (don't forget /* at the end of the command!):
hadoop fs -rm -r -skipTrash /user/cloudera/*

LY

You should see a confirmation message on the deleted resources.

O

N

__6. Enter the following command:

IO

The command should return no results.

N

hadoop fs -ls /user/cloudera

U
AT

Part 11 - Ending the Working Session

__1. Type in exit and press Enter to close the terminal window.

EV

Part 12 - Review

AL

This is the last step in this lab.

In this lab, we learned how to work with Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) using
its command-line interface represented by the HDFS File System shell. We also looked
at how to navigate through HDFS using your local browser.
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Lab 3 - Hadoop Streaming MapReduce
In this lab, we will learn how to create Hadoop Streaming MapReduce jobs. Hadoop
Streaming MapReduce API allows languages other than Java (e.g. Perl, Ruby, Python,
etc.) to be used in processing files stored on the HDFS.
Streaming API is geared towards text processing and this processing model promotes
Test-Driven development where the map and reduce modules can be tested in commandline in isolation of each other before hooking them into the Hadoop MapReduce
framework.

Part 1 - Connect to the Lab Environment
Note: Skip this Lab Part if you are using the Lab Server's desktop environment setup.

O

First, let's change to the Works working directory.

N

Part 2 - Getting the Input and Source Files

LY

Using your SSH client, connect to the Lab Environment. Use cloudera/cloudera
credentials when prompted.

N

__1. In the terminal window type in the following command:

U
AT

IO

cd ~/Works

The lab files are stored in the /home/cloudera/LabFiles/Streaming directory that we need
to copy over to the Streaming folder in the Works folder.

AL

__2. In the terminal window, run the following command:

EV

cp -r /home/cloudera/LabFiles/Streaming/ .

This command will copy the Streaming folder with all its content over to the Works
folder.
__3. Enter the following command to change directory to
/home/cloudera/Works/Streaming:
cd Streaming

The /home/cloudera/Works/Streaming directory is going to be our working directory for
this lab.
The BASKERVILLES.txt file contains the The Hound of the Baskervilles novel by Arthur
Conan Doyle that we will be using as the input file in this lab.
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Part 3 - Using Linux Tools to Imitate the Streaming MapReduce
Before we proceed with Hadoop's Streaming MapReduce API steps, let's see how we can
perform simple "map & reduce" operations using standard Linux tools. For example,
let's see how we can count the number of characters, words and lines in the
BASKERVILLES.txt file.
We will use the cat and wc utilities for that.
The cat (concatenate) utility prints contents of file(s) to standard output and the wc (word
count) utility prints the number of lines, words and characters in the file passed as an
argument or on standard input.
You can get more help on these tools by typing cat --help and wc --help
__1. Enter the following command:

LY

cat BASKERVILLES.txt | wc

59618

323611

O

7573

N

You should see the following output:

IO

N

So we have 7573 lines, 59618 words and 323611 characters (bytes) in the input file.

U
AT

Note: We piped the output generated by the cat tool via the pipe (|) operator to wc which
did the counting of elements in the input file.
Suppose, you only want to count the number of the words. The wc tool offers this
possibility.

AL

__2. Enter the following command:

EV

cat BASKERVILLES.txt | wc -w

The output should be 59618 which corresponds to the number of words in the previous
command example.
The file is not big, only 317K, and it nicely fits in our machine RAM and can be
efficiently processed locally. The story will change if we need to process 317 TB of data
for calculating the same metrics (lines, words, and characters).
So, let's see how we can use Hadoop Streaming for the same task.
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Part 4 - Import the Input File into HDFS
For MapReduce jobs, it is advisable to create a separate folder in HDFS to hold the input
file(s).
Let's create the required directory and name it IN (it can be named differently as long as it
is a HDFS-compliant name). The output directory that contains the processing results
will be created by the MapReduce job itself (but we configure it to be OUT).
First, let's make sure there is no IN folder which may have been left over from any of the
previous labs.
__1. Enter the following command to delete the IN folder (if any exists in HDFS) with
any contents it may have:
hadoop fs -rm -r -skipTrash IN

LY

__2. Enter the following command to delete the OUT folder:

O

N

hadoop fs -rm -r -skipTrash OUT

hadoop fs -mkdir IN

U
AT

__4. Run the following two command:

IO

N

__3. Enter the following command to create the IN directory from scratch:

IN/

AL

hadoop fs -put BASKERVILLES.txt

EV

If you want to, you can verify that the file has been, indeed, copied correctly. You can do
this by using the following HDFS commands:
hadoop fs -ls IN/

This command will show the directory listing of the IN folder on HDFS:
Found 1 items
-rw-r--r-1 cloudera cloudera
IN/BASKERVILLES.txt
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Part 5 - Hadoop Streaming MapReduce
Let's see how to use the Hadoop's Streaming MapReduce API. The actual commands for
running our Streaming MapReduce job have been included in the streamingScript.sh.
__1. Enter the following command (to open the script in read-only mode):
vi -R streamingScript.sh

You should see the following output:
#--------------------------# Using Hadoop streaming API
# --------------------------

LY

export SLIB=/usr/lib/hadoop-mapreduce/hadoop-streaming-2.6.0cdh5.4.0.jar

N

O

N

hadoop jar $SLIB \
-input
IN \
-output
OUT \
-mapper
/bin/cat \
-reducer "/usr/bin/wc -w"

U
AT

IO

The input / output streaming management and integration with the MapReduce engine is
performed by the hadoop-streaming-2.6.0-cdh5.4.0.jar Java library file (its version
number depends on Hadoop version and the distribution package).

AL

Hadoop takes this jar file as its argument along with the input (IN) and output (OUT)
folders, as well as the mapper and reducer modules that support the Standard Input and
Output piping.

EV

__2. Close the editor by pressing Esc followed by : followed by q (at the : command
prompt).
Before we can run this script, we, first, need to setup proper executable permissions for
this file.
__3. Enter the following command:
chmod u+x streamingScript.sh

Now everything is ready, so let's roll.
__4. Enter the following command:
./streamingScript.sh
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You should see the progress of the MapReduce job triggered by our script. Upon its
completion (be extra patient!), you should see the following output in your console
(shown below abridged for space); your job id will be different.
. . .
15/06/25 07:38:43 INFO
running in uber mode :
15/06/25 07:38:43 INFO
15/06/25 07:41:17 INFO
15/06/25 07:42:06 INFO
15/06/25 07:42:06 INFO
completed successfully
…
15/06/25 07:42:06 INFO

mapreduce.Job: Job job_1435237446596_0001
false
mapreduce.Job: map 0% reduce 0%
mapreduce.Job: map 100% reduce 0%
mapreduce.Job: map 100% reduce 100%
mapreduce.Job: Job job_1435237446596_0001
streaming.StreamJob: Output directory: OUT

N

LY

You can review the status of the job by opening your web browser and going to the URL
printed out to your console right before your job was accepted for execution; in our case,
the URL was specified in this line:

N

O

.. INFO mapreduce.Job: The url to track the job:
http://quickstart.cloudera:8088/proxy/application_1435237446596_0001/

EV

AL

U
AT

IO

Here is the job's overview page when the job has been completed.

A great deal of information and insights can be gleaned from the Configuration page
which combines configuration parameters from Hadoop configuration files (as well
default configuration properties not listed in configuration files) used when running your
job.
Now let's verify the job's results saved on HDFS.
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__5. Enter the following command:
hadoop fs -cat OUT/part-00000

You should see the number of words in the input file.
59618
Which matches our previous results.
Note: The part-00000 file is generated by the MapReduce engine and populated with the
job's processing results.
We will not need this data anymore.
__6. Enter the following command as a clean-up:

LY

hadoop fs -rm -r -skipTrash OUT

O

N

Next, we are going to demonstrate how to use other scripting languages in the Streaming
MapReduce framework. We will do this with Python-based mapper and reducer.

N

Part 6 - Reviewing Python-based Mapper and Reducer

IO

__1. Enter the following command to review the mapper:

U
AT

vi -R mapper.py

AL

You should see the following output:

emitCount = 1

EV

#!/usr/bin/env python
import sys

# Get lines from standard input
for line in sys.stdin:
lineOfWords = line.strip().split()
for word in lineOfWords:
print '%s\t%s' % (word,emitCount)
# To test:
# cat file.dat | ./mapper.py
# echo "list of words" | ./mapper.py

Review the contents of the file. Python has clear syntax so even if you are not familiar
with the language, you should be able to follow the coded logic.
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The program splits every line received from the standard input into tokens (words) and
sends each one of them with the count of 1 to the standard output (the print() statement).
The separator between the word (key) and its count is the tab character.
One of the advantages of the Streaming MapReduce is that you can test mappers and
reducers in isolation.
We do it only with the mapper.py.
But first we need to make our Python scripts executable.
__2. Exit vi
The vi window should close and you be back at the command prompt.
__3. Enter the following command:

LY

chmod 0777 *.py

This command will set the necessary executable permissions on our Python files.

O

N

__4. Enter the following command:

N

cat BASKERVILLES.txt | ./mapper.py

U
AT

IO

You should see the output of our mapper.py which emits each word in the input file with
the count of one.
Now let's review the reducer.py file.

EV

vi -R reducer.py

AL

__5. Enter the following command:

You should see the source of reducer.py.
#!/usr/bin/env python
import sys
current_key = None # null
current_key_count = 0
# Get lines from standard input
for line in sys.stdin:
key,count= line.strip().split('\t')
count = int(count)
if current_key == key:
current_key_count += count
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else:

if current_key is
print "%s
current_key_count)
current_key = key
current_key_count

not None:
has %s occurrence(s)" % (current_key,
# first assignment
= count # usually, start with 1

# The last key summary ...
print "%s has %s occurrence(s)" % (current_key, current_key_count)

This code is a bit more complex than mappter.py, but the logic is also straightforward: we
count the number of occurrences of each key (word). Every line that comes through the
standard input corresponds to the output of the mapper.py generated by its print '%s\t%s'
% (word,emitCount) statement.

LY

The program expects the input to come in an orderly fashion. For it to function properly,
the input must be sorted by key before it is send to it via standard input. And that's
exactly what the shuffle step does in MapReduce.

O

N

__6. Exit vi

Let's test our mapper and reducer on the Linux command-line.

IO

N

__7. Enter the following command:

U
AT

cat BASKERVILLES.txt | ./mapper.py | sort | ./reducer.py

You should see the following output (below shown abridged for space)

EV

AL

...
your has 164 occurrence(s)
"Your has 4 occurrence(s)
Your has 8 occurrence(s)
you're has 1 occurrence(s)
"You're has 1 occurrence(s)
yours, has 3 occurrence(s)
yours. has 2 occurrence(s)
yours has 2 occurrence(s)
yourself," has 1 occurrence(s)
yourself, has 1 occurrence(s)
yourself?" has 2 occurrence(s)
yourself." has 3 occurrence(s)
yourself. has 3 occurrence(s)
yourself has 9 occurrence(s)
...

This output is generated by the
print "%s has %s occurrence(s)" % (current_key, current_key_count)
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line in reducer.py.
The sort tool that is piped in between the mapper and reducer imitates the shuffle phase
and also helps with the reducer logic.
Let's now run the actual Streaming MapReduce job using our mapper.py and reducer.py.

Part 7 - Running the Streaming MapReduce Job
The driver script is called streamingPython.sh.
__1. Enter the following command:
vi -R streamingPython.sh

LY

You should see the following output which is similar to that of the streamingScript.sh
script we reviewed before:

O

N

#--------------------------# Using Hadoop streaming API
# --------------------------

IO

N

export SLIB=/usr/lib/hadoop-mapreduce/hadoop-streaming-2.6.0cdh5.4.0.jar

__2. Exit vi

AL

U
AT

hadoop jar $SLIB \
-input
IN \
-output
OUT \
-mapper
"/home/cloudera/Works/Streaming/mapper.py" \
-reducer "/home/cloudera/Works/Streaming/reducer.py"

EV

Before we can run this script, we need to make it executable.
__3. Enter the following command:
chmod u+x streamingPython.sh

We are now ready to run the job. But before that, just in case you were experimenting
outside of the regular lab flow, let's do some house cleaning.
__4. Enter the following command (this is to make double sure the output folder is gone):
hadoop fs -rm -r -skipTrash OUT

Now we can run our Streaming MapReduce job with the Python-based mapper and
reducer.
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__5. Enter the following command:
./streamingPython.sh

When the job is done, you can review the contents of the OUT directory.
__6. Enter the following command:
hadoop fs -cat OUT/part-00000

You should see the output that is similar to the one we received in our Linux command
line. Sorting done by the shuffle step is a bit different from that done by the sort tool but
the actual word counts are the same.

LY

Take a moment to analyze the output on your console.

N

Part 8 - Improving Your MapReduce Application [Optional]

U
AT

yours;
yours.
yours,

IO

N

O

The astute reader will notice that our application is not particularly accurate when
counting the words as it treats them as different words when they come together with
punctuation marks, e.g.

AL

will be treated as three distinct tokens even though they have the same base ("yours").

EV

In this Lab part, we are going to fix this deficiency.
__1. Enter the following command:
cd /home/cloudera/Works/Streaming/

__2. Enter the following command (in one line):
cat BASKERVILLES.txt | ./mapper.py | sort | ./reducer.py | grep -i
yourself

You should see the following output:
yourself," has 1 occurrence(s)
yourself, has 1 occurrence(s)
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yourself?" has 2 occurrence(s)
yourself." has 3 occurrence(s)
yourself. has 3 occurrence(s)
yourself has 9 occurrence(s)

As you can see, we have got a number of variations of yourself that we are planning to
start treating uniformly as the yourself token by filtering out the punctuation "noise".
After the change we are going to make, we should be able to see the yourself has 19
occurrence(s) message instead.
But the question now is "Where should we place the punctuation filtering code: in the
mapper or reducer module?"
Take a moment to think about it.

LY

We leave the rest of the page below intentionally blank so that you can proceed after you
have tried to decide for yourself.

O

N

The code should be placed in the mapper module as doing so will make the Shuffle and
Sort processing phase less busy as well as help conserve network bandwidth for data
transfer to the Reduce phase. In our case, we need to modify the mapper.py file.

IO

N

__3. Enter the following command:

U
AT

vi mapper.py

import re

AL

__4. Add the following line under import sys (use no indentation):

EV

This command will import the regular expressions module.
__5. Enter the following line under emitCount = 1 (use no indentation):
punctuations = '[",.?\'!;-]'

This is the list of punctuation marks we will strip off of the end of every word.
__6. Enter the following three line (use 8 spaces for indentation) under for word in
lineOfWords:
word = word.lower()
word = re.sub(punctuations, '', word)
if (len(word) == 0): continue

In the above code, we make every word in lowercase, strip off punctuation marks and get
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the next word from the system input if the stripping operation results in an empty word
(which we are not emitting).
The resulting code of mapper.py should look as follows (the added lines are shown in
bold):
#!/usr/bin/env python
import sys
import re

__7. Save the mapper.py and exit vi

O

IO

N

# To test:
# cat file.dat | ./mapper.py
# echo "list of words" | ./mapper.py

N

# Get lines from standard input
for line in sys.stdin:
lineOfWords = line.strip().split()
for word in lineOfWords:
word = word.lower()
word = re.sub(punctuations, '', word)
if (len(word) == 0): continue
print '%s\t%s' % (word,emitCount)

LY

emitCount = 1
punctuations = '[",.?\'!;-]'

U
AT

__8. Repeat the command (in one line):

AL

cat BASKERVILLES.txt | ./mapper.py | sort | ./reducer.py | grep -i
yourself

EV

You should see the following output:
yourself has 19 occurrence(s)

That's exactly what we wanted to achieve.

Part 9 - Working Area Clean-up
__1. Enter the following command (don't forget /* at the end of the command!):
hadoop fs -rm -r -skipTrash /user/cloudera/*

You should see a confirmation message on the deleted resources.
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__2. Enter the following command:
cd /home/cloudera/Works

__3. Enter the following command:
pwd

You should see the following output:
/home/cloudera/Works

__4. Enter the following command:

N

LY

rm -fr *

O

Part 10 - Ending the Working Session

N

__1. Type in exit and press Enter to close your terminal window.

U
AT

Part 11 - Review

IO

This is the last step in this lab.

EV

AL

In this lab, we learned how to create and run Hadoop Streaming MapReduce jobs. We
reviewed how to use the Linux command line for performing initial testing outside of the
MapReduce framework.
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